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Description

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention generally relate to data networks and, in particular, to apparatuses and
methods for transferring event detector processes between different nodes of a distributed computing system.

Background

[0002] Sensor networks, such as, for example, wireless sensor networks, have a wide range of applications. For
example, wireless sensor networks of various technologies may be used for locating purposes, such as locating humans
and/or other objects. Here, "locating" means the detection or determination of a geographical location or position. Some
specialized locating or position tracking systems may be used for locating players and other objects (e.g. a ball) in sport
events, such as, for example, soccer, American football, rugby, tennis, etc.
[0003] With using gathered geographic location or positioning data of players and/or a ball it is possible to derive
statistical information related to the whole sports event, for example a soccer match, or related to individual teams or
players. Such derived statistical information may be interesting for various reasons. On the one hand, there are various
commercial interests as certain statistics and their analysis may be of particular relevance for spectators in a stadium
and/or in front of a television set at home. Hence, providing certain statistics may raise more interest in sport events.
On the other hand, statistical data derived from the raw positioning data may as well be used for training purposes. Here,
an opponent and/or the behavior of the own team may be analyzed as well as the performance and/or health condition
of individual players.
[0004] The aforementioned locating or position tracking systems may be based on various technologies. For example,
location information may be determined based on the evaluation of wireless radio signals and/or magnetic fields. For
this purpose transmitters and/or receivers, generally also denoted as sensors, may be placed at the individual objects
(e.g. players, ball, etc.) to be located by the system. Corresponding reception and/or transmission devices may also be
mounted to predetermined locations around a geographical area of interest, as e.g. a soccer field. An evaluation of signal
strengths, signal propagation times, and/or signal phases, just to name a few possible technical alternatives, may then
lead to sensor data streams indicative of the geographic position of individual players or objects at different time instants.
Typically, a geographic location data sample is associated with a time stamp indicating at which time an object was
located at which geographic position. With this combined information kinematic data, like velocity (speed), acceleration,
etc. may as well be provided in addition to the location data comprising, for example, x-, y-, and z-coordinates. In the
sequel of this specification the location and kinematic data delivered by the localization sensor system will also be
referred to as (raw) sensor data.
[0005] In a particular example of a wireless tracking system people or objects may be equipped with tiny transmitters,
which may be embedded in footwear, uniforms and balls and whose signals are picked up by a number of antennas
placed around the area under observation. Receiver units process the collected signals and determine their Times of
Arrival (ToA). Based on a calculation of the differences in propagation delay, each transmitter’s position is then contin-
uously determined. In addition, a computer network integrated with the wireless tracking system may analyze the position
or sensor data so as to detect specific events. Operating in the 2.4 GHz band, the tracking system is globally license-free.
[0006] Based on the raw sensor data streams outputted from the locating or position tracking system so-called "events"
may be detected. Thereby an event may be defined to be an instantaneous occurrence of interest at a point of time. In
general, an event is associated with a change in the distribution of a related quantity that can be sensed. An event may
be a primitive event, which is directly based on sensor data (kinematic data) of the tracking system, or a composite
event, which is based on previously detected other events instead. That is to say, a composite event is not directly
depending on raw sensor data but on other events. In ball game applications, an event may, for example, be "player X
hits ball" or "player X is in possession of ball". More complicated events may, for example, be "offside" or "foul".
[0007] The detection of events based on underlying sensor data streams has raised increased interest in the database
and distributed systems communities in the past few years. A wide range and ever growing numbers of applications
nowadays, including applications as network monitoring, e-business, health-care, financial analysis, and security or the
aforementioned sport-event supervision, rely on the ability to process queries over data streams that ideally take the
form of time ordered series of events. Event detection denotes the fully automated processing of raw sensor data and/or
events without the need of human intervention, as in many applications the vast quantity of supplied sensor data and/or
events cannot be captured or processed by a human person anymore. For example, the publications WO 2011/127059
A1 and WO 99/17478 A1 are related to event migration and event ordering.
[0008] For example, if high speed variations of players or a sports object, e.g. a ball, are to be expected, the raw
sensor (locating or position tracking) data has to be determined at a sufficiently high data rate by the underlying (wireless)
sensor network. Additionally, if there is a high number of players and/or objects (e.g. in soccer there are 22 players and
a ball) to be traced the amount of overall geographic location and kinematic data samples per second can become
prohibitively high, in particular with respect to real-time event processing requirements.
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[0009] Hence, even if raw sensor and/or event data streams are analyzed and signaled fully automated, there may
still be by far too many information, which is possibly not even of any interest in its entirety. In the future this problem
will even get worse as more and more devices will be equipped with sensors and the possibility to provide their determined
sensor data to public networks such as the Internet for (e.g., weather or temperature data determined by wireless devices
like smart phones). For this reason the amount of sensor data to be processed further into certain events of interest will
rapidly grow. Automated event detection may provide remedy for this by trying to aggregate the raw sensor data piece
by piece and to determine more abstract and inter-dependent events, which may transfer by far more information than
the raw sensor data itself. For example, beside the aforementioned soccer-related examples, such determined events
could include "car X is located at crossing Y" or "traffic jam on route X".
[0010] The problem that arises in automated event detection is the required computing power for performing event
detection on possibly massively parallel sensor and/or event data streams - and all this under at least near real-time
processing requirements. This problem may be solved by parallelization of event detectors, which may, for example,
run on different network nodes of a computer network, which may, for example, communicate via Ethernet. Thereby an
event detector automatically extracts a certain event of interest from an event or sensor data stream according to a
user’s event specifications. Individual event detectors may be distributed over different network nodes of a data network,
wherein the different event detectors communicate using events and/or sensor data travelling through the network using
different network routes and branches. Thereby, raw sensor data and/or event may be transported in data packets
according to some transport protocol, like, e.g., UDP (User Datagram Protocol), TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)
/IP (Internet Protocol), etc.. This concept, however, causes new problems with respect to possibly unbalanced compu-
tational load among different network nodes and with respect to the synchronization of event data streams within the
network. Without suitable countermeasures the computational loads among different network nodes are unbalanced
and individual sensor and/or event data streams in the network are not time-synchronized to each other, which means
that individual events may reach an event detector out of their original temporal order and thereby lead to false detected
results.
[0011] Let us look at an exemplary soccer-scenario, wherein a plurality of parallel automatically operating event de-
tectors is supposed to detect a pass from player A to player B. In order to detect said "pass"-event, the following preceding
event sequence is required:

1. "player A is in possession of ball",
2. "player A kicks ball",
3. "ball leaves player A",
4. "ball comes near player B",
5. "player B hits ball"

[0012] The event detection for event "player X kicks ball" may be based on the event sequence "player X near ball"
and a detected acceleration peak of the ball. There are the following alternatives for setting up an automated event
detector for said event "player X kicks ball":
[0013] We may wait for individual required events - one after the other. If we have seen all the required events in the
correct (temporal) order (here, any abortion criterions are disregarded for the sake of simplicity) we can say that we
have seen or experienced a pass. However, for complex applications the detection of all the required events does not
necessarily take place on a single network node or a CPU (Central Processing Unit) due to the parallelization of event
detectors. For this reason it is not necessarily guaranteed that individual required events reach the event detector in the
correct required order. This may, for example, be due to network jitter, varying and/or unbalanced CPU-load or increased
network load.
[0014] Hence, we could try to buffer events and then search the buffer for the correct event pattern. But which buffer
size should be used? If we say a pass has to happen within maximum 5 seconds we would have to consider events
within a time period of maximum 5 seconds after the first relevant event until we have either detected the pass or until
we abort. However, it is also possible that the last relevant event is computationally quite complex, what requires a small
additional buffer. But what is the size of this additional buffer? And what is the buffer-size related to composite event
detectors that require the "pass"-event as an input event? The event signaling delays are dependent on an entire
system/network configuration, i.e., the distribution of the event detectors, as well as the network- and CPU-load. Neither
the final system configuration nor the load scenario may be foreseen at the time of compilation.
[0015] Most existing event detection systems do not consider the aforementioned event signaling delay and or load
balancing issues, as in a lot of cases event processing or propagation delays are not relevant. However, this is not the
case particularly for highly complex real-time event detection systems, such as in financial or position tracking scenarios.
[0016] The following soccer-related example exemplifies the event delay problem on the basis of a frequently required
"offside"-event detection scenario, which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
[0017] Player 100 passes the ball 110 forward to his team mate 120. At the true (real) time of the pass, i.e., the time
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at which the ball 110 experiences an acceleration swing or peak (see Fig. 1, left), player 120 is situated in offside position
by a few centimeters. Hence, the game would have to be interrupted.
[0018] However, in order to be able to distinguish between a direct pass or a dribbling of the first player 100, the pass
from the first player 100 to the second player 120 may only be detected when the ball 120 really leaves the first player
100. Due to a limited data rate of the sensor data this distinguishing decision may take an additional "natural" delay of
at least a few milliseconds. After this natural delay the second player 120 may, however, not be in offside-position
anymore (see Fig. 1, right).
[0019] Here, just considering the temporal order of the participating automatically generated events is not enough for
making the offside decision. Moreover, they have to be sorted. Not only the event computation time or network propagation
delay is relevant, but also causal, real-time variations that have to be considered. The time-stamp of the detected pass
event has to be reset to the past, i.e. the moment in which the ball experiences an acceleration peak.
[0020] Beside demanded general system stability it is desirable to ensure for a possibly equal computational load
distribution in a distributed computing system also due to the importance of the temporal order of events for correct
follow-up decisions or events.

Summary

[0021] The invention is set out as in independent apparatus claim 1, corresponding method claim 9 and corresponding
computer program claim 10.
[0022] For detecting events, such as primitive and/or composite events, various event detectors may be running on
different nodes of a distributed computing system. Thereby, a primitive event is typically solely based on or derived from
(raw) sensor data, whereas a composite event is typically based on primitive events or other preceding composite events.
The sensor data may stem from a sensor network coupled to the distributed system, wherein the sensor network may
in particular be a wireless location tracking network or system, according to some embodiments. In this case the sensor
data may comprise kinematic data, the kinematic data comprising geographical location data samples, velocity data
samples, and/or acceleration data samples, wherein the individual data samples correspond to predefined sample time
intervals, respectively. Hence, the events may be detected by event detectors based on previous events and/or parallel
sensor data streams stemming from a geographical locating system.
[0023] Such event detectors may cause different loads on their respective associated nodes and/or the whole distrib-
uted computing system, depending on the condition of the system and/or depending on the computational complexity
of the event detector’s underlying algorithm and/or the sensor data to be analyzed. Hence, in a scenario of changing
premises or conditions of an original system configuration, an original distribution of the event detectors onto the various
network nodes could turn out to be suboptimal with respect to computational load balance or could even lead to a crash
of the distributed computing system.
[0024] Such undesirable load unbalances may be counteracted by embodiments of the present invention. If, for ex-
ample, at least one event delay reaches a prohibitively high value, this may be an indicator for that fact a source event
detector process, from which the corresponding event reaches a destination event detector process, is overloaded or
experiences some other problems. In such a scenario it may be desirable to transfer or relocate the malicious source
event detector process to some other hardware resource of the distributed computing system. For example, the malicious
source event detector process may be transferred from its current node to another, physically separate and different
node of the distributed computing system, which has more hardware resources available.
[0025] For this purpose, embodiments of the present invention provide an apparatus for transferring a first event
detector process of a first node of a distributed computing system to a second event detector process of a second node
of the distributed computing system. The second node is physically different from the first node. The apparatus comprises
means for copying a process content of the first event detector process to the second event detector process, means
for coordinating input events of the first event detector process such that the input events of the first event detector
process are processed in parallel at both the first and the second event detector processes, and means for verifying
whether the input events of the first event detector process, which are processed in parallel at both the first and the
second event detector process, lead to identical output events at both the first and the second event detector processes.
[0026] According to some embodiments, an event detector process is to be understood as an instance of a computer
program that is being executed on a node of the distributed system. An event detector process comprises the computer
program’s program code and its current activity. The distributed system may be a distributed computer network or a
multi-core processor, for example. In case of a computer network, a node, i.e. network node, may comprise computer
device or a processing unit (e.g. CPU) thereof communicating with other network nodes via Ethernet, for example, or
some other form of networking technology.
[0027] According to some embodiments, an event detector process may comprise a state machine, which may be
understood as a behavioral model used to design an event detector process’ underlying computer program. A state
machine is composed of a (finite) number of states associated to transitions, wherein transition is a set of actions that
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starts from one state and ends in another (or the same) state. A transition is started by a trigger, wherein such a trigger
may, for example, be a primitive or composite event or raw sensor data input to the event detector process. Hence,
according to aspects of the present invention, an event detector process may comprise a state machine and an event
detector process’ content or memory may reflect a current state of said state machine, as, for example, individual
variables or arrays or variables. For event detector processes the state machine may be a software-based state machine,
e.g. a Unified Modeling Language (UML) state machine.
[0028] The apparatus for transferring, which may also be referred to as transfer apparatus, may e.g. be implemented
as a central entity of the distributed computing system. Said central entity may have information on more or all delays
of event signals traveling along different routes in the distributed system. Thereby, an event’s delay may, for example,
be due to different jitter, different processing capabilities and/or different signal propagation times of the different network
paths or routes. Alternatively or additionally, the central transfer apparatus may have information on more or all load
situations (e.g. CPU-load) of individual nodes and/or information indicative of an overall system load. Hence, according
to some embodiments, the transfer apparatus may have overall system parameter knowledge. According to yet other
embodiments, the transfer apparatus may also be non-central, i.e., distributed over a plurality of network nodes. In this
case, a network node may only have limited information indicative of its own load or event delay situation. Hence, overall
system parameter knowledge may not be available in some embodiments.
[0029] The system’s event detector processes may be distributed among the network nodes according to a certain
event detector process distribution criterion, which may be more or less optimal, depending on the overall system
parameter or system situation knowledge level of the transfer apparatus. A central transfer apparatus coupled to at least
a plurality of network nodes may have more system information available than embodiments of a transfer apparatus,
which are only coupled to a single or few network nodes.
[0030] Embodiments of the transfer apparatus may comprise means for determining the second node among a set of
possible second nodes based on an (optimal) event detector process distribution criterion. Depending of what is con-
sidered to be "optimal", the optimal event detector process distribution criterion may lead to one of to a minimal overall
delay of all events in the distributed computing system, a minimal number of secure event subscriptions in the distributed
computing system, a minimal variation of the load of a given node of the distributed computing system, or a minimal
overall distributed computing system load. Thereby, an event detector process, or an event scheduler associated thereto,
may subscribe to events that are required by the event detector process for determining its output event(s). If certain
input events are absolutely mandatory for the event detector, it may "securely subscribe" to said input events. In this
case, the events in question may be transported to the event detector/scheduler via error controlled transmission concepts
(e.g. Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ)).
[0031] According to some embodiments, the transfer apparatus may comprise means for creating a process instance,
which is corresponding to the first event detector process, on the second node in order to obtain the second event
detector process. An instance is to be understood as an occurrence or a copy of an object, whether currently executing
or not. Instances of a class or a process share the same set of attributes, yet will typically differ in what those attributes
contain. The event detector process transfer procedure may, for example, be performed with the aid of an Operating
System (OS) controlling the distributed computing system. An OS thereby is to be understood as a set of programs that
manages computer hardware resources of the distributed system, and provides common services for application software,
like the event detector processes, for example. Such OS services may also comprise instantiating functionalities, i.e.
functionalities for creating a process instance, to which the means for copying the process content may have access to.
That is to say, the creating means may comprise means for accessing process instantiating functionalities of an operating
system controlling the distributed system.
[0032] As soon as the second event detector process, which is an instance of the first event detector process, has
been instantiated on the second node, it may subscribe to the same event(s) the first second event detector process of
the first node has already subscribed to, in order to receive the same event(s) or event stream(s) from the distributed
system as input signals. In other words, the means for creating the instance may be operable, after instantiating the
second event detector process on the second node, to subscribe the second event detector process for or to identical
input events as the first event detector process.
[0033] Operating system services may further comprise copying functionalities, to which the copying means for copying
the process content may have access to. That is to say, the copying means may comprise means for accessing process
copying functionalities of an operating system running on the computing nodes or some other controlling entity of the
distributed system. The copying means may also be operable to "freeze" the process content of the first event detector
process at a predefined time instant in order to obtain a defined condition of the first event detector process at the
freezing time instant. Thereby, "freeze" means that the event detector process is brought into a determined state and
ceases to respond to its inputs at the freezing time instant. In other words, the first event detector process may be halted
at the freezing time instant in order to copy its content to the instantiated second event detector process.
[0034] Hence, the copying means may be adapted to copy the frozen process content from the first event detector
process to the second event detector process in order to obtain the same determined state or defined condition at the
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second event detector process. Thereby, the means for copying may be operable to copy the process content iteratively
from the first event detector process to the second event detector process, such that process content, which will not
change during a remainder of the copying procedure, is copied first. That is to say, in each iteration only process content
is copied, which will not change during the remaining copying procedure. This allows copying the process content without
explicitly halting the event detector processes while copying. Hence, the data contained in the first event detector process
may be copied from the first node to the second node in a plurality of iterations. Thereby it should be defined which data
belongs to the status information of an event detector. In case of processes this is the process memory, for example.
While iteratively copying the process content the difference or gap (i.e. the delta) of process content to be copied gets
smaller and smaller until difference remain small but not zero. That is to say, a process content delta copy will not be
zero because a non-frozen event detector may change its status continuously. Therefore, before copying a last content
delta, the event detector process may advantageously be frozen.
[0035] Before the newly instantiated, i.e. second, event detector process is started or switched on at the second node,
the (identical) input data of both event detector processes may be buffered such that both event detector processes,
which, due to the copying, ideally already have the same defined internal condition, also obtain identical external input
data starting from the predefined time instant, i.e. the "freeze" instant. Hence, the means for copying may also be operable
to buffer the input events of the first event detector process during and/or after copying the process content from the
first to the second event detector process.
[0036] When everything of the relevant process content has been copied from the first (i.e. the old instance) to the
second (i.e. the new instance) event detector process and the input data has been buffered, both event detector processes
may be turned on for parallel processing the (ideally identical) buffered input data (events), provided that the first and
the second event detector process both are in the same internal conditions or states. That is to say, both event detectors
may be switched on after the copy and buffer procedure and may process the branched and, hence, same input data
in parallel. For this purpose, the means for coordinating may be operable to schedule the process content copying, the
buffering, and processing the input events of the first event detector process, such that both the first and the second
event detector processes are running in parallel starting from the predefined (freeze) time instant and based on the
copied process content. In this way, the both process instances running on different network nodes may produce identical
outputs. Also, the coordinating means may have access to the OS for that purpose, for example.
[0037] The means for verifying, which may e.g. comprise a comparator, may then verify whether both event detector
processes actually lead to the same output, respectively. If this is the case, the old, i.e. the first, event detector process
may be switched off. Thereby the load of the first node may decrease. If both event detector processes do not lead to
the same output, the preceding copy and/or the buffer procedure has probably failed and the new (i.e. the second) event
detector process may be shut down to start the whole event detector transfer procedure from the beginning. Hence,
according to some embodiments, the means for verifying may be operable to shut down the first event detector process
in case the output events at both the first and the second event detector processes are identical, or, to shut down the
second event detector process in case the output events at both the first and the second event detector processes are
not identical.
[0038] According to a further aspect of the present invention it is also provided a distributed computing system for
determining events based on at least one (raw) sensor data stream. The provided distributed computing system, which
may be a computer network, comprises a plurality of distributed nodes, each having an event detector process associated
therewith, and at least one embodiment of an apparatus for transferring event detector processes between the distributed
nodes of the distributed computing system.
[0039] In some embodiments the distributed computing system may be coupled to a locating system for locating and/or
tracking objects within a predefined geographical area, wherein the locating system provides the at least one sensor
data stream to the distributed computing system, the sensor data stream carrying data being indicative of geographical
positions of the located objects. The locating system may be based on a wireless sensor network, which has been
already described in the introductory portion of this specification.
[0040] Despite transferring event detector processes, events travelling along different paths or routes through the
distributed system may still experience different delays, even when the event detectors are (nearly) optimally distributed
in the distributed system. This may be due to different propagation delays, signal processing times and/or network jitter.
Differences in event delays may lead to undesired false composite event detections, since an event detector may
consume input events in a temporal order that does not correspond to their original order of occurrence. Therefore,
additionally to optimally distributing event detector among various network nodes, a recovery of an original temporal
order of events reaching an event detector via different network paths and, hence, experiencing different processing
and/or propagation delays may be desirable for optimum results.
[0041] This may be achieved by delaying the events appropriately before forwarding or relaying them to a subsequent
event detector. The time at which an event is relayed to the subsequent event detector may be based on the original
time stamp of the respective event and the processing and/or propagation delays of all input events required by the
subsequent event detector in order to determine its output event.
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[0042] For this purpose, embodiments of the present invention also provide an apparatus for synchronizing a first
event with a second event. The first event has associated therewith a first event timing value based on a common clock
signal, while the second event has associated therewith a second event timing value based on the common clock signal.
The first and the second event experience different delays, respectively, while travelling through different paths of a
distributed computing system. At least one output event is to be determined based on the first and the second event by
an event detector. According to embodiments, the apparatus for synchronizing comprises a delay compensator asso-
ciated to the event detector, wherein the delay compensator comprises an input for receiving the first and the second
event and an output for forwarding relayed versions of the received first and second event to the associated event
detector. The delay compensator is operable to relay or forward the first and the second event to the associated event
detector based on the experienced delays and based on the associated first and second event timing values, which may
also be referred to as event time stamps reflecting the original event occurrence time, respectively.
[0043] According to yet another aspect of the present invention the apparatus for transferring the first event detector
process may be integrated into a distributed computing system, preferably, but not exclusively, in combination with the
apparatus for synchronizing first and second events. Such a distributed computing system may, hence, comprise a
plurality of distributed nodes, wherein each of the plurality of distributed nodes comprises an apparatus for synchronizing
according to embodiments of the present invention, and an apparatus for transferring a first event detector process of
a first node of the distributed computing system to a second event detector process of a second node of the distributed
computing system, wherein the apparatus for transferring comprises the aforementioned features.
[0044] In other words, embodiments provide a distributed computing system for determining events based on at least
one (raw) sensor data stream. The distributed computing system, which may be a computer network, comprises a
plurality of distributed nodes. The distributed computing system comprises an embodiment of the transfer apparatus
according to the present invention. Additionally, each of the plurality of distributed computing nodes may comprise an
apparatus for synchronizing a first event, having associated therewith a first event timing value based on a common
clock signal, and a second event, having associated therewith a second event timing value based on the common clock
signal, wherein the first and the second event experience different delays while travelling through different paths of the
distributed computing system. At least one output event is to be determined by an event detector based on the first and
the second event. The apparatus for synchronizing comprises a delay compensator associated to the event detector,
the delay compensator having an input for receiving the first and the second event and having an output for forwarding
relayed versions of the received first and second event to the associated event detector, wherein the delay compensator
is operable to relay the first and the second event to the associated event detector based on the experienced delays
and based on the associated first and second original event timing values.
[0045] The aforementioned undesirable load unbalances among different nodes may, for example, be detected by
embodiments of the synchronization apparatus or its delay compensator. If, for example, at least one event delay reaches
a prohibitively high delay, this may be an indicator for that fact that a source event detector process, from which the
corresponding events reaches the delay compensator, is overloaded or experiences some other problems. In such a
scenario it may be desirable to transfer or relocate the malicious source event detector process to some other hardware
resource of the distributed computing system. For example, the malicious source event detector process may be trans-
ferred from its current source node to another, physically separate and different destination node of the distributed
computing system, which has more hardware resources available. The apparatus for transferring events and the appa-
ratus for synchronizing events may, hence, both synergistically cooperate in the described manner. That is to say, the
apparatus for synchronizing may detect delay and, hence, load anomalies within the distributed computing system, while
the apparatus for transferring may transfer event detector processes in order to better balance the distribution of event
detectors, leading to smaller overall delays and lower loads.
[0046] Yet further aspects of the present invention also provide a method for transferring a first event detector process
of a first node of a distributed computing system to a second event detector process of a second node of the distributed
computing system, the second node being different from the first node. The method comprises a step of copying a
process content of the first event detector process to the second event detector process, a step of coordinating input
events of the first event detector process such that the input events of the first event detector process are processed in
parallel at both the first and the second event detector processes, and a step of verifying whether the input events of
the first event detector process, which are processed in parallel at both the first and the second event detector process,
lead to identical output events at both the first and the second event detector processes.
[0047] Some embodiments comprise a digital control circuit installed within an apparatus for performing the method
for transferring the first event and the second event. Such a digital control circuit, e.g. a digital signal processor (DSP),
needs to be programmed accordingly. Hence, yet further embodiments also provide a computer program having a
program code for performing embodiments of the method, when the computer program is executed on a computer or a
digital processor.
[0048] One benefit of embodiments of the present invention is that events may be recognized/detected and forwarded
to subsequent event detectors with only a minimum delay. Embodiments of the present invention may be implemented
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such that forwarding events with less delay is not easily possible without risking wrong subsequent event detection.
Also, with embodiments of the present invention developers of event detectors do not need to have any special knowledge
on particular event delays, as embodiments of the distributed system may measure and administer those event delays
automatically.
[0049] Another benefit may be seen in the self-organization of a distributed computing system according to embodi-
ments of the present invention. Such a distributed computing system may react on changing system conditions by
transferring event detector processes between network nodes, such that the distributed system or network is always
capable of performing robust and efficient event signal processing.

Brief description of the Figures

[0050] Some embodiments of apparatuses and/or methods will be described in the following by way of example only,
and with reference to the accompanying figures, in which

Fig. 1 illustrates a soccer-specific offside-event detection scenario;

Fig. 2 schematically shows a block diagram of apparatus for synchronizing a first event with a second event, according
to an embodiment of the present in-vention;

Fig. 3 schematically shows an embodiment of the present invention, wherein the apparatus for synchronizing the first
event with the second event is implemented as middleware between a distributed network and an associated
event detector software;

Fig. 4 shows a timing table of four events A, B, C, and D, which are required by an event detector;

Fig. 5 schematically illustrates an event scheduling according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 6 schematically shows a flow chart of an exemplary method for synchronizing a first event with a second event;

Fig. 7 shows an embodiment of a distributed computing system for determining events based on at least one sensor
data stream, wherein the distributed computing system comprises a plurality of distributed computing nodes,
wherein each of the plurality of distributed computing nodes comprises an embodiment of apparatus for syn-
chronizing events;

Fig. 8 schematically illustrates an embodiment of an apparatus for transferring a first event detector process of a first
node of a distributed computing system to a second event detector process of a second node of the distributed
computing system; and

Fig. 9 schematically illustrates a flow chart of an embodiment of method for transferring a first event detector process
of a first node of a distributed computing system to a second event detector process of a second node of the
distributed computing system.

Description of Embodiments

[0051] Various example embodiments will now be described more fully with reference to the accompanying drawings
in which some example embodiments are illustrated. In the figures, the thicknesses of layers and/or regions may be
exaggerated for clarity.
[0052] Accordingly, while example embodiments are capable of various modifications and alternative forms, embod-
iments thereof are shown by way of example in the figures and will herein be described in detail. It should be understood,
however, that there is no intent to limit example embodiments to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary,
example embodiments are to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the scope of the invention.
Like numbers refer to like or similar elements throughout the description of the figures.
[0053] It will be understood that when an element is referred to as being "connected" or "coupled" to another element,
it can be directly connected or coupled to the other element or intervening elements may be present. In contrast, when
an element is referred to as being "directly connected" or "directly coupled" to another element, there are no intervening
elements present. Other words used to describe the relationship between elements should be interpreted in a like fashion
(e.g., "between" versus "directly between," "adjacent" versus "directly adjacent," etc.).
[0054] The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended
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to be limiting of example embodiments. As used herein, the singular forms "a," "an" and "the" are intended to include
the plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood that the terms
"comprises," "comprising," "includes" and/or "including," when used herein, specify the presence of stated features,
integers, steps, operations, elements and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or more
other features, integers, steps, operations, elements, components and/or groups thereof.
[0055] Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same meaning
as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which example embodiments belong. It will be further
understood that terms, e.g., those defined in commonly used dictionaries, should be interpreted as having a meaning
that is consistent with their meaning in the context of the relevant art and will not be interpreted in an idealized or overly
formal sense unless expressly so defined herein.
[0056] Fig. 2 schematically illustrates an embodiment of an apparatus 200 for synchronizing a first event 202 with a
second event 204.
[0057] The first event 202 has associated therewith a first original event timing value or timestamp based on a common
clock reference signal. The second event 204 also has associated therewith a second original event timing value or
timestamp based on the common clock signal. The first and second original event timing values represent an original
event occurrence time instant. The common clock signal yields an overall system time, which is valid for all the distinct
nodes in a distributed computing system. Before reaching the apparatus 200 for synchronizing the events, the first and
the second event 202, 204 each experience different delays while traveling through different paths or routes of the
distributed computing system (not shown in Fig. 2). Based on the two events 202, 204 at least one output event 206
may be determined by an event detector 208, which may be arranged subsequent (succeeding) or downstream to the
apparatus 200 for synchronizing the events 202, 204.
[0058] The synchronization apparatus 200, which may also be regarded as an event scheduler for the event detector
208 in some embodiments, comprises a delay compensator 210, also referred to as delay compensating means, which
is associated or related to the subsequent event detector 208. The delay compensator 210 has inputs 212-1, 212-2 for
receiving the first and the second event 202, 204 from the distributed network. Further, the delay compensator has
outputs 214-1, 214-2 for relaying or forwarding relayed versions of the received first and second event 202, 204 to the
associated event detector 208, which may be arranged subsequent or downstream to the delay compensator 210. The
delay compensator 210 is operable to relay the first and the second event 202, 204 to the associated event detector
208 based on the experienced delays of the events 202, 204 and based on the associated first and second original
event timing values or time stamps linked to the two events 202, 204.
[0059] An exemplary setup of a distributed computing system 300 (in form of a network), various event detectors 208,
and an embodiment of an apparatus 200 for synchronizing a plurality of events is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.
[0060] Fig. 3 schematically illustrates a distributed network 300 from which events 302 and raw sensor data 304 reach
the synchronization apparatus 200, which is exemplarily denoted as "EventCore" in Fig. 3. The synchronization apparatus
200 may act as an event scheduler by receiving events 302 and/or raw sensor data 304 from the underlying network
300 on the one hand, and by forwarding them to a plurality of event detectors 208 coupled to the synchronization
apparatus 200 at certain required output or relay time instances, on the other hand. The synchronization apparatus 200
is adapted to synchronize different events 302 and/or sensor data 304, which are required by the subsequent event
detectors 208. Thereby, the synchronization apparatus 200 may be implemented in a distributed manner, such that it
can individually synchronize events 302 or 304 required by each of the subsequent event detectors 208. That is to say,
the event core apparatus 200 may comprise a plurality of delay compensator’s 210 or instances thereof, wherein each
of the plurality of delay compensator’s 210 is associated to one of the plurality of subsequent event detectors 208.
Thereby, a delay compensator instance 210 and an associated event detector 208 may preferably be implemented on
one common network node. According to some embodiments, the synchronization apparatus 200 and its delay com-
pensator instances 210 may be implemented as middleware between the network 300 and the event detectors 208.
[0061] A common clock signal 306 is provided to the synchronization apparatus 200 or to the different instances
thereof, thereby enabling the temporal synchronization of all delay compensator and/or event detector instances 210,
208 of the distributed system architecture depicted in Fig. 3. Hence, every delay compensator 210 has access to the
same common time base. In other words, all (distributed) synchronization apparatus or delay compensator instances
200, 210 may retrieve the same system time stamp at any given time. In case a delay compensator instance 210 receives
an event 302 or 304, it may buffer said event for an associated subsequent event detector instance 208 for a required
amount of time, which corresponds to a sufficiently high probability for that no other events required by the event detector
instance 208 and carrying an earlier timestamp will be received.
[0062] For more details let us look at the following example: an arbitrary event detector 208 requires input events A,
B, C, and D in order to be able to correctly determine or detect a composite output event E based on said input events.
Since every network instance is synchronized by the global common clock signal 306, it is possible to associate a
detection time to every event (see Fig. 4, middle column). Thereby, an event’s detection time instant is necessarily later
than the event’s actual occurrence time instant (see Fig. 4, left column) due to limited processing speed.
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[0063] In this example, event A’s occurrence time tevent,A is 10, however, it is only detected by an event detector at
detection time tdetection,A = 14. The subsequent event detector for detecting the composite event E receives the required
event A at reception time tED,4 = 16. Similarly, event B actually happens at tevent,B = 12 and gets detected by some event
detector at tdetection,B = 13. The subsequent composite event detector for detecting the composite event E retrieves event
B at time instance tED,A = 15. That is to say, composite event detector for event E receives event B before it receives
event A, which has, however, actually happened earlier than event B. Due to processing and network propagation delays
also event C, which actually appears later than event A, is received earlier that the subsequent composite event detector.
[0064] From this example, without using embodiments of the present invention, it may be seen that the subsequent
composite event detector for event E receives the required events A, B, C, and D in a temporal order (see Fig. 4, rightmost
column), which is different from the original causal or temporal order (see Fig. 4, leftmost column) of said events. Hence,
it is the task of embodiments of the present invention to sort the required events A, B, C, and D appropriately in order
to recover a temporal order which corresponds to the original temporal order before forwarding the required events A,
B, C, and D to the subsequent composite event detector. For that purpose an instance of the synchronization apparatus
200 may be implemented on each network node together with an associated event detector 208.
[0065] According to embodiments, a delay compensator 210 of the (possibly distributed) synchronization apparatus
200 may be operable to relay the plurality of required events to an associated event detector such that a temporal order
of the relayed versions of the required events A, B, C, and D, which have been received at the delay compensator 210,
corresponds to an original temporal order of the plurality of required events A, B, C, and D. For that purpose the delay
compensator 210 may relay each of the plurality of events A, B, C, and D such that a relative time difference between
individual relayed events corresponds to an original relative time difference between the individual events A, B, C, and
D, respectively. For recovering the original temporal event order, the delay compensator 210 may determine output time
instances for each of the plurality of events A, B, C, and D. Thereby an event is relayed to the associated event detector
210 at its corresponding output time instance. The events’ output time instances may be determined based on a common
delay value and the original occurrence time instances of the events A, B, C, and D.
[0066] Taking the above example, the synchronization apparatus instances 200 and, hence, the delay compensator
instances 210 comprised therein, may measure or determine the following event delays based on their respective
reception times and their respective associated original event timing values reflecting their actual occurrence:

Event A: 16 - 10 = 6
Event B: 15 - 12 = 3
Event C: 15 - 14 = 1
Event D: 18 - 15 = 3

[0067] Obviously, the reception of event A at the delay compensator 210 takes substantially longer compared to the
other events B, C, and D required by the subsequent composite event detector. This may, for example, be due to the
detection of event A on a far remote computing node leading to a long propagation time through the network 300, or
due to event A being detected by a computational more complex algorithm with longer computation time. In the exemplary
case the long delay of event A is probably due to the event detection taking four clock cycles or time intervals.
[0068] Let us assume we have measured or determined all delays of all events of interest sufficiently often and we
are at the following position: at time instance tDC,C = 1000 event C reaches the apparatus 200 for synchronizing comprising
the delay compensator 210. Event C carries along an event timing value tevent,C = 999, which indicates that event C has
occurred at time instant 999. The delay compensator 210 looks at the delays of all the events of interest, i.e., all the
events A, B, C, and D required by the associated subsequent composite event detector 208, and determines how long
the event C has to be delayed until it may be forwarded to the associated subsequent event detector 208. Note that the
delay compensator 210 only knows that the events A, B, C and D are required by the associated subsequent event
detector 208, but not in which order and for which purpose.
[0069] The output time instances for relaying event C to the associated subsequent event detector 208 may be de-
termined according to 

[0070] In Eq. (1) A, B, C, and D denote the first to fourth event, respectively, Δ(.) denotes a delay of an event from its
occurrence to the input of the delay compensator 210 associated to the associated subsequent event detector 208,
max(.) denotes the maximum operator, and tout,C denotes the output time instance of the relayed event C.
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[0071] In general, the delay compensator 210 may be operable to determine an output time instance for relaying event
ej from a set of K required events based on 

[0072] In a dynamic distributed computing system with a changing load situation of network 300, possibly changing
processing capabilities of individual nodes, and/or possibly dynamically changing network paths, the propagation or
processing delays of the events reaching a delay compensator instance 210 are likely to change over time instead of
being static. The delay compensator 210 may account for this by determining an event delay value Δ(ej) of an event ej
from a set of K events based on a current and a plurality of previously measured or determined event delays for said
event ej. Thereby, more recent event delays may be weighted more than their preceding event delays. In a specific
embodiment the delay compensator may be adapted to determine the event delay Δ(ej) of event ej based on 

wherein k denotes a set of k already determined event delays, Δej (i) denotes the i-th determined delay of event ej,
wherein i = 1 corresponds to the latest determined delay, σ(ej) denotes the standard deviation of the latest determined
delays Δ(ej), and wherein θ denotes a security factor. In some embodiments the factor θ may also be set to zero for an
easier and less complex computation of the event delay Δ(ej) of the event j. The individual summands of Eq. (3) are
weighted according to a geometrical row. The factor © serves as a normalization factor, since the geometrical row
converges towards 2 for sufficiently large "k". The term θ·σ(ej) may serve as a security buffer, taking into account the
standard deviation of the latest measurement values., With e.g. θ = 3, it may serve for 99.975 % security, for example.
Thereby, 99.975 % security means that a delay computed or predicted according to Eq. (3) is not smaller than a corre-
sponding actual or real network delay with a probability of 99.975 %. The security buffer θ·σ(ej) may be adapted a stability
of the network with respect to delay variations, for example.
[0073] Turning back to the above simple example, the event C may be forwarded to the associated subsequent event
detector 208 at the output time instance tout,C = 1005. This is exactly the time instance at which we may say that the
events A, B, and D did not happen causally before event C. In our example the associated subsequent event detector
208 gets forwarded the following events at the relay or output time instances indicated in the following table:

[0074] As one can see from the above table, the events A, B, C, and D have been forwarded by the delay compensator
210 to the associated subsequent event detector 208 correctly ordered according to their original temporal order of
occurrence.
[0075] The working principle of a synchronization apparatus 200 comprising a delay compensator 210 is schematically
depicted by Fig. 5.
[0076] An incoming event, denoted by reference numeral 502, comprises an original event timing value tevent and an
event IDentifier (event ID). Further, an output time value tout is associated with the event 502. The event’s output or relay
time tout may be determined based on the original event time tevent and a common delay value δ, which is 79 in the
example depicted in Fig. 5. Possible computations of the common delay value have been described above. The event
502 to be relayed to a subsequent or downstream event detector 208 may then be inserted into a relaying or scheduling
buffer 504 of the synchronization apparatus 200. The insertion of incoming events into the buffer 504 may be based on
their determined output time instances tout, at which the events are to be forwarded to the associated subsequent event
detector 208. For the exemplary event 502, which has just arrived at the input of the delay compensator 210, the output
time instance tout has been computed to 367. For that reason it is inserted in between two buffered events which are to
be scheduled (i.e. forwarded) at output times 364 and 369, respectively. After the events have been delayed according
to the current common delay value δ, which is 79 in the depicted example, the events in the event buffer 504 are scheduled

Event Occurrence received at delay compensator relayed to event detector
A 999 1005 999 + 6 = 1005

B 999 1002 999 + 6 = 1005
C 999 1000 999 + 6 = 1005
D 1000 1003 1000 + 6 = 1006
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or notified, i.e. forwarded, to the subsequent associated event detector 208. After an event has been forwarded to the
associated event detector 208 the event may be deleted before the next event in the buffer 504 is scheduled.
[0077] Fig. 6 schematically illustrates a flowchart of a method 600 for synchronizing the first event 202 and the second
event 204, according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0078] As mentioned before, the two events 202, 204 have associated therewith first and second event time stamps
tevent,e1, tevent,e2 based on the common clock signal 306, respectively. Furthermore, the first and the second event both
experience different delays Δ(e1), Δ(e2) while traveling through different routes of the distributed computing system 300.
For synchronizing the events 202, 204 the synchronization method 600 comprises a step 602 of relaying, at a delay
compensator 210, the first and the second event 202, 204 to the associated event detector 208, wherein the first and
the second event 202, 204 are relayed to the event detector 208 based on the experienced delays Δ(e1), Δ(e2) and
based on the associated first and second original event time stamps tevent,e1, tevent,e2. Further, the method 600 comprises
a step 604 of detecting, at the event detector 208 associated to the delay compensator 210, at least one output event
206 based on the relayed first and the relayed second input events 202’, 204’. The relayed first and the relayed second
input events 202’, 204’ may also be denoted as relayed versions of the first and the relayed second input events. Typically,
these relayed versions are identical to the first and the second events 202, 204, respectively. However, they may be
temporally delayed by the synchronization apparatus 200 or the delay compensator 210 thereof.
[0079] The described concept only works reliably if determined or measured event delays are available. Right after
system startup the event delays are unknown. However, it is possible to provide initial event delays to the delay com-
pensator 210 after a system startup. Such initial event delays may be based on worst-case experiences for the respective
events. Alternatively, the synchronization apparatus may store its knowledge on event delays prior to its shut down,
such that every synchronization apparatus instance 200 may retrieve the configuration of a previous (network) state
and, hence, may approximate the delays for the current network configuration since it has information on which events
are executed on which nodes of the distributed computing system.
[0080] Measured delay values may have been measured in different network and/or CPU-load situations. This could
be accounted for by appropriate normalization of the respective measured delay values. For example, the normalization
factor reflecting a current load situation could be applied to the delay value measured under said current load situation.
For example, a normalization factor corresponding to a normal load situation could be one. If a delay value is determined
in a high load situation this may be reflected by a normalization factor larger than 1. In contrast, if a delay value is
measured under low load conditions this may be reflected by normalization factor smaller than 1. The actual weight
applied to the respective delay value, for example in Eq. (3), could then be dependent on a relation between the nor-
malization factor of the measured delay and a current normalization factor related to the current load situation. If a current
load situation is smaller than a load situation, where a certain delay value has been determined, such an approach might
lead to a normalized delay value which is smaller than the actually measured delay value in order to account for the
smaller or lower load situation.
[0081] Fig. 7 schematically illustrates a further embodiment of the present invention.
[0082] Fig. 7 schematically shows a distributed computing system 700 for determining events based on at least one
sensor or data stream 702-1, 702-2. The distributed computing system 700, which may a distributed computer network
or a multicore processor for example, comprises a plurality of distributed computing nodes 704, wherein each of the
plurality of distributed computing nodes 704 comprises an apparatus 200 for synchronizing according to embodiments
of the present invention.
[0083] According to an embodiment of the present invention each of the computing nodes 704 may hence comprise
a synchronization apparatus 200 together with a delay compensator 210. Also, each of the nodes 700 comprising a
synchronization apparatus 200 also comprises an associated event detector 208. According to one exemplary embod-
iment the computing nodes 704 may be distributed signal processors or computers. In some other embodiments the
notes 704 may also be different course of a multicore processing unit being implemented in the same computer device
and, hence, being located essentially at the same geographic position.
[0084] Embodiments of the present invention are in particular related to the detection of events based on raw sensor
data stemming from a wireless tracking system, which may be used for tracking players and all positions of a ball sports
event, such as, for example, soccer, American football, rugby, tennis, etc. Hence, the distributed computing system 700
may be coupled to such a wireless tracking system or locating system for locating and/or tracking objects and all persons
with in a predefined geographical area, which may be a soccer field for example. The locating system inputs the at least
one sensor data stream 702-1, 702-2 to the distributed computing system 700, wherein the sensor data stream carries
data being indicative of geographical positions of the located objects. Furthermore, the sensor data stream may also
carry other kinematic data of the located objects.
[0085] For detecting events, such as primitive and/or composite events, various event detectors 208 are running on
different nodes 704 of the distributed computing system 700. Such event detectors or event detector instances 208 may
cause different load on their respective nodes 704 and/or the whole distributed computing system 700, depending on a
current condition of the system 700 or depending on the complexity of the event detectors 208 and/or the sensor data
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streams 702-1, 702-2 to be analyzed. Hence, in a scenario of changing premises or conditions of an original system
configuration, i.e. a distribution of the event detectors 208 onto the various network nodes 704, a current system con-
figuration could turn out to be suboptimal or could even lead to a crash of the distributed computing system 700.
[0086] Such undesirable load unbalances, which consequently also lead to unbalanced event delays, may be detected
by embodiments of the synchronization apparatus 200 or, in particular, its delay compensator or delay compensator
instance 210. If at least one measured or determined event delay Δ(.) reaches a prohibitively high value this may indicate
that an event detector process delivering the corresponding event and being arranged upstream to the delay compensator
210 may be overloaded or may experience some other problems. In such a scenario it may be desirable to transfer or
relocate the malicious originating event detector process to some other hardware resource or node 704 of the distributed
computing system 700. For example, the malicious event detector process may be transferred from its current node to
another, physically separate and different node of the distributed computing system 700. For this purpose, according to
a further aspect of the present invention, it is also provided an apparatus 800 for transferring an event detector process
between different nodes 704. Embodiments of the apparatus 800 for transferring may be combined with embodiments
of the synchronization apparatus 200 and/or the distributed computing system 700.
[0087] Fig. 8 schematically illustrates a schematic block diagram of an embodiment of an apparatus 800 for transferring,
which may also be referred to as transferring apparatus.
[0088] The transferring apparatus 800 serves for transferring a first event detector process of a first node 704-1 of the
distributed computing system 700 to a second event detector process of a second node 704-2 of the distributed computing
system 700. Thereby the second node 704-2 is different from the first node 704-1, either with respect to its geographic
location or with respect to a different processing unit of a multicore processor, for example. The transferring apparatus
800 comprises means 802 for copying a process content of the first event detector process to the second event detector
process. Further, the transferring apparatus 800 comprises means 804 for coordinating input events of the first event
detector process such that the input events of the first event detector process are processed in parallel at both the first
and the second event detector processes. Moreover, the apparatus 800 comprises means 806 for verifying whether the
input events of the first event detector process, which are processed in parallel at both the first and the second event
detector process, lead to identical output events at both the first and the second event detector processes.
[0089] A process generally is to be understood as an instance of a computer program that is being executed on a
computer device, which may be comprised by a network node. A process comprises the computer program’s program
code and its current activity. An event detector process may comprise a state machine, which may be understood as a
behavioral model used to design computer programs. A state machine is composed of a (finite) number of states
associated to transitions. A transition is a set of actions that starts from one state and ends in another (or the same)
state. A transition is started by a trigger, wherein such a trigger may, for example, be a primitive or composite event
input to the process. Hence, according to aspects of the present invention, an event detector process may comprise a
state machine and an event detector process’ content or memory may reflect a current state of said state machine, as,
for example, individual variables or arrays or variables.
[0090] In embodiments where there is a set of possible or alternative second computing nodes 704-2 for taking over
the first event detector process of the first node 704-1, the transfer apparatus 800 may further comprise means 808 for
determining the second node 704-2 among the set of possible nodes based on or according to an optimal event detector
process distribution criterion. Thereby, such an optimal event detector process distribution criterion may lead to one of
a minimal overall delay of all events in the distributed computing system 700, a minimal number of secure event sub-
scriptions in the distributed computing system 700, a minimal variation of the load of a given node 704 of the distributed
computing system 700, or a minimal overall distributed computing system load.
[0091] The means for means 808 for determining may, for example, comprise a central network entity that has infor-
mation of an overall network condition, including the load of individual nodes 704 and the load of the whole system 700.
Such a central network entity may also have information on event delay times Δ(.) of the events travelling through the
distributed network 700. In such a case the central network entity may initiate a transfer of an event detector process
e.g. from a more heavily loaded node 704-1 to a less heavily loaded node 704-2. Or, it may initiate an event detector
process transfer between different nodes 704-2, 704-2 in order to reduce one or more event delays in the distributed
system 700.
[0092] According to another embodiment, the means 808 for determining may also comprise or be comprised by a
synchronization apparatus 200 or a delay compensator instance 210 thereof. A delay compensator instance 210 has
knowledge of delays of those events it relays to an associated subsequent or downstream event detector process. For
example, in case the delay compensator instance 210 measures a prohibitively high delay of an event stemming from
an originating or upstream event detector, the delay compensator instance 210 may initiate the transfer of said upstream
event detector process from its current network node to another network node in order to reduce the event delay. In
case the delay compensator instance 210 has no further knowledge on the load situation of individual nodes 704 in the
distributed system 700, this may be a simple trial and error procedure, for example.
[0093] According to some embodiments, the transfer apparatus 800 may further comprise means 810 for creating a
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process instance, which is corresponding to the first event detector process, on the second node 704-2 in order to obtain
the second event detector process. The whole process transfer procedure may, for example, be performed with the aid
of an Operating System (OS), which is to be understood as a set of programs that manages computer hardware resources,
and provides common services for application software, like an event detector process, for example. Such OS services
may also comprise instantiating functionalities to which the means 802 for copying the process content may have access
to. That is to say, the creating means 810 may comprise means for accessing process instantiating functionalities of an
operating system running on the individual computing nodes 704-1, 704-2 and/or controlling the distributed system 700.
As soon as the second event detector process of the second node 704-2 has been instantiated it may subscribe to the
same event(s) the first second event detector process of the first node 704-1 has subscribed to, in order to receive the
same event(s) or event stream(s) from the distributed system as input signals. In other words, the means 810 for creating
the instance may be operable, after instantiating the second event detector process on the second node 704-2, to
subscribe the second event detector process for identical input events as the first event detector process.
[0094] OS services may further comprise copying functionalities, to which the copying means 802 for copying the
process content may have access to. That is to say, the copying means 802 may comprise means for accessing process
copying functionalities of an operating system running on the computing nodes 704-1, 704-2 or some other controlling
entity of the distributed system 700. The copying means 802 may also be operable to "freeze" the process content of
the first event detector process at a predefined time instant in order to obtain a defined condition of the first event detector
process. Here, "freeze" means the event detector process ceases to respond to its inputs. The copying means 802 may
further be adapted to copy the frozen process content from the first event detector process to the second event detector
process in order to obtain the same defined condition at the second event detector process. Thereby, the means 802
for copying may be operable to copy the process content iteratively from the first event detector process to the second
event detector process, such that content, which will not change during a remainder of the copying procedure, is copied
first. Hence, the data contained in the first event detector process may be copied from the first node 704-1 to the second
node 704-2 in a plurality of iterations. Thereby it should be defined which data belongs to the status information of an
event detector. In case of processes this is the process memory, for example. While iteratively copying the process
content the difference or gap (i.e. the delta) of process content to be copied gets smaller and smaller until difference
remain small but not zero.
[0095] Before the new, i.e. second, event detector process is started or switched on at the second node 704-2, the
(identical) input data of both event detector processes may be buffered such that both event detector processes, which
ideally already have the same defined internal condition, also obtain identical external input data starting from the
predefined time instant, i.e. the "freeze" instant. Hence, the means 802 for copying may also be operable to buffer the
input events of the first event detector process during and/after copying the process content from the first to the second
event detector process.
[0096] When everything of the relevant content has been copied from the first (old) to the second (new) event detector
process and the input data has been buffered, both event detector processes may be turned on for parallel processing
the (ideally identical) buffered input data (events), given the same internal conditions or states of the first and the second
event detector process. That is to say, both event detectors are switched on after the copy and buffer procedure and
process the branched and, hence, same input data in parallel. For this purpose, the means 804 for coordinating may
be operable to process the input events of the first event detector process in parallel at both the first and the second
event detector processes starting from the predefined (freeze) time instant and based on the copied process content.
Also, the coordinating means 804 may have access to the OS for that purpose, for example.
[0097] The means 806 for verifying, e.g. a comparator, then verifies whether both event detector processes lead to
the same output, respectively. If this is the case, the old, i.e. the first, event detector process may be switched off. If this
is not the case the copy and/or the buffer procedure has probably failed and the new (i.e. the second) event detector
process may be shut down to start the whole transfer procedure from the beginning. Hence, according to some embod-
iments, the means 806 for verifying may be operable to shut down the first event detector process in case the output
events at both the first and the second event detector processes are identical, or, to shut down the second event detector
process in case the output events at both the first and the second event detector processes are not identical.
[0098] As has been mentioned above, embodiments of the transferring apparatus 800 may be combined with embod-
iments of the synchronization apparatus 200, as their features may synergistically complement each other. Hence, some
aspects of the present invention also provide a distributed computing system 700 for determining events based on at
least one sensor data stream, wherein the distributed computing system comprises a plurality of distributed computing
nodes 704 and an embodiment of an event process transfer apparatus 800 for transferring a first event detector process
of a first node 704-1 of the distributed computing system 700 to a second event detector process of a second node
704-2 of the distributed computing system 700. Further, each of the plurality of distributed computing nodes 704 comprises
an apparatus 200 for synchronizing a first event 202, having associated therewith a first event time tevent,e1 based on a
common clock signal, and a second event 204, having associated therewith a second event time tevent,e2 based on the
common clock signal, wherein the first and the second event 202, 204 (or e1 and e2) experience different delays Δ(e1),
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Δ(e2) while travelling through different paths or routes of the distributed computing system 700, and wherein at least
one output event 206 is to be determined by an event detector (process) 208 based on the first and the second event
202, 204 (or e1 and e2). As has been already explained with reference to Fig. 2, the apparatus 200 for synchronizing
the events 202, 204 comprises a delay compensator 210 associated to the event detector 208, the delay compensator
210 having inputs 212-1, 212-2 for receiving the first and the second event 202, 204 and having an output 214-1, 214-2
for forwarding relayed versions 202’, 204’ of the received first and second event to the associated event detector 208.
Embodiments of the delay compensator 210 are operable to relay the first and the second event 202, 204 to the associated
event detector 208 based on the experienced delays Δ(e1), Δ(e2) and based on the associated first and second event
times tevent,e1, tevent,e2, as has been explained in greater detail above.
[0099] Aspects of the present invention, where event detectors shall be transferable from one node to another node,
preferably while they are being executed or running, also comprise a method for transferring a first event detector process
of a first node 704-1 of a distributed computing system 700 to a second event detector process of a second node 704-2
of the distributed computing system 700. A schematic flow chart of such a transfer method 900 is illustrated in Fig. 9.
[0100] The transfer method 900 comprises a step 902 of copying a process content of the first event detector process
to the second event detector process. Before that it may be determined which computing node or administrative process
thereof will handle the process of an overloaded event detector process/thread. In some embodiments the copying step
902 may comprise copying data comprised of the event detector process from the first node 704-1 to the second node
704-2 in a plurality of iterations, as it has been described above. The copying step 902 thereby comprises defining which
data belong to the status information of an event detector. In case of processes this is the process memory, for example.
While copying the delta of process content to be copied gets smaller and smaller until changes remain small but not zero.
[0101] The method 900 further comprises a step 904 of processing input events of the first event detector process in
parallel at both the first and the second event detector processes. For that purpose, the first event detector’s input data
may be buffered and/or copied for both event detectors, such that both detectors may process identical input data
streams. Both event detectors may then be switched on in order to process said input data streams in parallel.
[0102] In a further step 906 it is verified whether the input events of the first event detector process, which are processed
in parallel at both the first and the second event detector process, lead to identical output events at both the first and
the second event detector processes. If this is the case, i.e., in case the output events at both the first and the second
event detector processes are identical, the first event detector process may be shut down (see step 908). If this is not
the case, i.e., in case the output events at both the first and the second event detector processes are not identical, the
second event detector process may be shut down instead and the transfer method 900 is started again at step 902.
[0103] Hence, the transfer of event detector processes between different network nodes may, for example, be done
by having administrative instances, like schedulers (also referred to as event core processes), associated to the event
detectors of the different nodes 704 communicate with each other. Based on this communication they may decide to
hand over event detector processes or algorithms thereof from one node to another node of the system 700.
[0104] The description and drawings merely illustrate the principles of the invention. Furthermore, all examples recited
herein are principally intended expressly to be only for pedagogical purposes to aid the reader in understanding the
principles of the invention and the concepts contributed by the inventor(s) to furthering the art, and are to be construed
as being without limitation to such specifically recited examples and conditions. Moreover, all statements herein reciting
principles, aspects, and embodiments of the invention, as well as specific examples thereof, are intended to encompass
equivalents thereof.
[0105] Functional blocks denoted as "means for ..." (performing a certain function) shall be understood as functional
blocks comprising circuitry that is adapted, configured or operable for performing a certain function, respectively. Hence,
a "means for s.th." may as well be understood as a "means being adapted configured or operable to do s.th.". A means
being adapted for performing a certain function does, hence, not imply that such means necessarily is performing said
function (at a given time instant).
[0106] Functions of various elements shown in the figures, including any functional blocks may be provided through
the use of dedicated hardware, as e.g. a processor, as well as hardware capable of executing software in association
with appropriate software. When provided by a processor, the functions may be provided by a single dedicated processor,
by a single shared processor, or by a plurality of individual processors, some of which may be shared. Moreover, explicit
use of the term "processor" or "controller" should not be construed to refer exclusively to hardware capable of executing
software, and may implicitly include, without limitation, digital signal processor (DSP) hardware, network processor,
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), field programmable gate array (FPGA), read only memory (ROM) for storing
software, random access memory (RAM), and nonvolatile storage. Other hardware, conventional and/or custom, may
also be included.
[0107] It should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that any block diagrams herein represent conceptual views
of illustrative circuitry embodying the principles of the invention.
[0108] Similarly, it will be appreciated that any flow charts, flow diagrams, state transition diagrams, pseudo code, and
the like represent various processes which may be substantially represented in computer readable medium and so
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executed by a computer or processor, whether or not such computer or processor is explicitly shown.
[0109] Furthermore, the following claims are hereby incorporated into the detailed description, where each claim may
stand on its own as a separate embodiment. While each claim may stand on its own as a separate embodiment, it is to
be noted that - although a dependent claim may refer in the claims to a specific combination with one or more other
claims - other embodiments may also include a combination of the dependent claim with the subject matter of each other
dependent claim. Such combinations are proposed herein unless it is stated that a specific combination is not intended.
Furthermore, it is intended to include also features of a claim to any other independent claim even if this claim is not
directly made dependent to the independent claim.
[0110] It is further to be noted that methods disclosed in the specification or in the claims may be implemented by a
device having means for performing each of the respective steps of these methods.
[0111] Further, it is to be understood that the disclosure of multiple steps or functions disclosed in the specification or
claims may not be construed as to be within the specific order. Therefore, the disclosure of multiple steps or functions
will not limit these to a particular order unless such steps or functions are not interchangeable for technical reasons.
[0112] Furthermore, in some embodiments a single step may include or may be broken into multiple substeps. Such
substeps may be included and part of the disclosure of this single step unless explicitly excluded.

Claims

1. An apparatus (800) for transferring a first event detector process of a first node (704-1) of a distributed computing
system (300; 700) to a second event detector process of a second node (704-2) of the distributed computing system
(300; 700), the second node (704-2) being different from the first node (704-1), the apparatus (800) comprising:

means (802) for copying a process content of the first event detector process to the second event detector
process;
means (804) for coordinating input events of the first event detector process such that the input events of the
first event detector process are processed in parallel at both the first and the second event detector processes;
and
means (806) for verifying whether the input events of the first event detector process, which are processed in
parallel at both the first and the second event detector process, lead to identical output events at both the first
and the second event detector processes, wherein the means (806) for verifying is operable to shut down the
first event detector process in case the output events at both the first and the second event detector processes
are identical, or, to shut down the second event detector process in case the output events at both the first and
the second event detector processes are not identical

characterized in that

the means (802) for copying is operable to copy the process content iteratively from the first event detector
process to the second event detector process, such that content which will not change during a remainder of
the copying procedure is copied first, wherein the means (802) for copying is operable to freeze process content
of the first event detector at a predefined time instant before copying a last content delta and to copy the frozen
last content delta from the first event detector process to the second event detector process.

2. The apparatus (800) according to claim 1, further comprising:

means (808) for determining the second node (704-2) among a set of possible nodes based on an optimal event
detector process distribution criterion.

3. The apparatus (800) according to claim 2, wherein the optimal event detector process distribution criterion leads to
one of to a minimal overall delay of all events in the distributed computing system, a minimal number of secure
event subscriptions in the distributed computing system, a minimal variation of the load of a given node of the
distributed computing system, or a minimal overall distributed computing system load.

4. The apparatus (800) according to one of the preceding claims, further comprising:

means (810) for creating an instance corresponding to the first event detector process on the second node in
order to obtain the second event detector process.
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5. The apparatus (800) according to claim 4, wherein the means (810) for creating the instance is operable, after
instantiating the second event detector process on the second node (704-2), to subscribe the second event detector
process for identical input events as the first event detector process.

6. The apparatus (800) according to claim 1, wherein the means (804) for coordinating input events in parallel is
operable to process the input events of the first event detector process in parallel at both the first and the second
event detector processes starting from the predefined time instant and based on the copied process content.

7. The apparatus (800) according to one of the preceding claims, wherein the means (802) for copying is operable to
buffer the input events of the first event detector process during copying the process content.

8. The apparatus (800) according to one of the preceding claims, wherein an event detector process comprises a state
machine and wherein the process content reflects a current state of said state machine.

9. A method (900) for transferring a first event detector process of a first node (704-1) of a distributed computing system
(300; 700) to a second event detector process of a second node (704-2) of the distributed computing system (300;
700), the second node being different from the first node, the method (900) comprising:

copying (902) a process content of the first event detector process to the second event detector process;
coordinating (904) input events of the first event detector process such that the input events of the first event
detector process are processed in parallel at both the first and the second event detector processes; and
verifying (906) whether the input events of the first event detector process, which are processed in parallel at
both the first and the second event detector process, lead to identical output events at both the first and the
second event detector processes, wherein verifying comprises shutting down the first event detector process
in case the output events at both the first and the second event detector processes are identical, or, shutting
down the second event detector process in case the output events at both the first and the second event detector
processes are not identical,

characterized in that

the process content is copied iteratively from the first event detector process to the second event detector
process, such that content which will not change during a remainder of the copying procedure is copied first,
wherein process content of the first event detector is frozen at a predefined time instant before copying a last
content delta and the frozen last content delta is copied from the first event detector process to the second
event detector process.

10. A computer program having a program code for performing the method (900) of claim 9, when the computer program
is executed on a computer or processor.

Patentansprüche

1. Eine Vorrichtung (800) zum Übertragen eines ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses eines ersten Knotens (704-1) eines
verteilten Rechensystems (300; 700) an einen zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess eines zweiten Knotens (704-2) des
verteilten Rechensystems (300; 700), wobei der zweite Knoten (704-2) sich von dem ersten Knoten (704-1) unter-
scheidet, die Vorrichtung (800) umfassend:

Mittel (802) zum Kopieren eines Prozessinhalts des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses zu dem zweiten Ereig-
nisdetektorprozessor;
Mittel (804) zum Koordinieren von Eingangsereignissen des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses, derart, dass die
Eingangsereignisse des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses parallel an sowohl dem ersten als auch dem zweiten
Ereignisdetektorprozess verarbeitet werden; und
Mittel (806) zum Überprüfen, ob die Eingangsereignisse des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses, die parallel an
sowohl dem ersten als auch dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess verarbeitet werden, zu identischen Aus-
gangsereignissen an sowohl dem ersten als auch dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess führen, wobei das
Mittel (806) zum Überprüfen wirksam ist, um den ersten Ereignisdetektorprozess abzuschalten, falls die Aus-
gangsereignisse an sowohl dem ersten als auch dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess identisch sind, oder um
den zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess abzuschalten, falls die Ausgangsereignisse an sowohl dem ersten als
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auch dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess nicht identisch sind,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

das Mittel (802) zum Kopieren wirksam ist, um den Prozessinhalt iterativ von dem ersten Ereignisdetektorprozess
zu dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess zu kopieren, derart, dass der Inhalt, der sich während eines Rests der
Kopierprozedur nicht ändert, zuerst kopiert wird, wobei das Mittel (802) zum Kopieren wirksam ist, um den
Prozessinhalt des ersten Ereignisdetektors zu einem vordefinierten Zeitmoment vor einem Kopieren eines
letzten Inhaltsdeltas einzufrieren, und um das eingefrorene letzte Inhaltsdelta von dem ersten Ereignisdetek-
torprozess zu dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess zu kopieren.

2. Die Vorrichtung (800) gemäß Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend:

Mittel (808) zum Bestimmen des zweiten Knotens (704-2) aus einem Satz von möglichen Knoten basierend
auf einem optimalen Ereignisdetektorprozessverteilungskriterium.

3. Die Vorrichtung (800) gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei das optimale Ereignisdetektorprozessverteilungskriterium zu einem
von einer minimalen Gesamtverzögerung aller Ereignisse in dem verteilten Rechensystem, einer minimalen Anzahl
von sicheren Ereignisabonnierungen in dem verteilten Rechensystem, einer minimalen Variation der Last eines
gegebenen Knotens des verteilten Rechensystems oder einer minimalen Gesamt-Verteiltes-Rechensystem-Last
führt.

4. Die Vorrichtung (800) gemäß einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, ferner umfassend:

Mittel (810) zum Schaffen einer Instanz, die dem ersten Ereignisdetektorprozess entspricht, auf dem zweiten
Knoten, um den zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess zu erhalten.

5. Die Vorrichtung (800) gemäß Anspruch 4, wobei das Mittel (810) zum Schaffen einer Instanz wirksam ist, nach
einem Instanziieren des zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozesses auf dem zweiten Knoten (704-2), um den zweiten Er-
eignisdetektorprozess für identische Eingangsereignisse zu abonnieren wie der erste Ereignisdetektorprozess.

6. Die Vorrichtung (800) gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das Mittel (804) zum Koordinieren von Eingangsereignissen parallel
wirksam ist, um die Eingangsereignisse des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses parallel an sowohl dem ersten als
auch dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess zu verarbeiten, beginnend ab dem vordefinierten Zeitmoment und ba-
sierend auf dem kopierten Prozessinhalt.

7. Die Vorrichtung (800) gemäß einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Mittel (802) zum Kopieren wirksam
ist, um die Eingangsereignisse des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses während des Kopierens des Prozessinhalts
zu puffern.

8. Die Vorrichtung (800) gemäß einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei ein Ereignisdetektorprozess eine Zu-
standsmaschine umfasst und wobei der Prozessinhalt einen aktuellen Zustand der Zustandsmaschine widerspiegelt.

9. Ein Verfahren (900) zum Übertragen eines ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses eines ersten Knotens (704-1) eines
verteilten Rechensystems (300; 700) an einen zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess eines zweiten Knotens (704-2) des
verteilten Rechensystems (300; 700), wobei der zweite Knoten sich von dem ersten Knoten unterscheidet, das
Verfahren (900) umfassen:

Kopieren (902) eines Prozessinhalts des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses zu dem zweiten Ereignisdetektor-
prozess;
Koordinieren (904) von Eingangsereignissen des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses, derart, dass die Eingangs-
ereignisse des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses parallel an sowohl dem ersten als auch dem zweiten Ereig-
nisdetektorprozess verarbeitet werden; und
Überprüfen (906), ob die Eingangsereignisse des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses, die parallel an sowohl dem
ersten als auch dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess verarbeitet werden, zu identischen Ausgangsereignissen
an sowohl dem ersten als auch dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess führen, wobei das Überprüfen ein Ab-
schalten des ersten Ereignisdetektorprozesses, falls die Ausgangsereignisse an sowohl dem ersten als auch
dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess identisch sind, oder ein Abschalten des zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozes-
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ses, falls die Ausgangsereignisse an sowohl dem ersten als auch dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess nicht
identisch sind, umfasst,

gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass

der Prozessinhalt iterativ von dem ersten Ereignisdetektorprozess zu dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess
kopiert wird, derart, dass der Inhalt, der sich während eines Rests der Kopierprozedur nicht ändert, zuerst
kopiert wird, wobei der Prozessinhalt des ersten Ereignisdetektors zu einem vordefinierten Zeitmoment vor
einem Kopieren eines letzten Inhaltsdeltas eingefroren wird und das eingefrorene letzte Inhaltsdelta von dem
ersten Ereignisdetektorprozess zu dem zweiten Ereignisdetektorprozess kopiert wird.

10. Ein Computerprogramm mit einem Programmcode zum Durchführen des Verfahrens (900) gemäß Anspruch 9,
wenn das Computerprogramm auf einem Computer oder Prozessor ausgeführt wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil (800) pour transférer un premier processus de détecteur d’événement d’un premier noeud (704-1) d’un
système informatique distribué (300 ; 700) vers un second processus de détecteur d’événement d’un second noeud
(704-2) du système informatique distribué (300 ; 700), le second noeud (704-2) étant différent du premier noeud
(704-1), l’appareil (800) comprenant :

moyen (802) pour copier un contenu de processus du premier processus de détecteur d’événement vers le
second processus de détecteur d’événement ;
moyen (804) pour coordonner des événements d’entrée du premier processus de détecteur d’événement de
sorte que les événements d’entrée du premier processus de détecteur d’événement sont traités en parallèle à
la fois au premier et au second processus de détecteur d’événement ; et
moyen (806) pour vérifier si les événements d’entrée du premier processus de détecteur d’événement, qui sont
traités en parallèle à la fois au premier et au second processus de détecteur d’événement, conduisent à des
événements de sortie identiques à la fois au premier et au second processus de détecteur d’événement,
dans lequel le moyen (806) pour vérifier est opérationnel pour arrêter le premier processus de détecteur d’évé-
nement si les événements de sortie sont identiques à la fois au premier et au second processus de détecteur
d’événement, ou pour arrêter le second processus de détecteur d’événement si les événements de sortie ne
sont pas identiques à la fois au premier et au second processus de détecteur d’événement,

caractérisé en ce que

le moyen (802) pour copier est opérationnel pour copier le contenu de processus de manière itérative du premier
processus de détecteur d’événement vers le second processus de détecteur d’événement, de sorte que le
contenu qui ne changera pas au cours d’un reste de la procédure de copie, est copié en premier, dans lequel
le moyen (802) pour copier est opérationnel pour geler le contenu de processus du premier détecteur d’évé-
nement à un moment dans le temps prédéfini avant de copier un dernier delta de contenu, et pour copier le
dernier delta de contenu gelé du premier processus de détecteur d’événement vers le second processus de
détecteur d’événement.

2. Appareil (800) selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

moyen (808) pour déterminer le second noeud (704-2) parmi un ensemble de noeuds possibles sur la base
d’un critère de distribution de processus de détecteur d’événement optimal.

3. Appareil (800) selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le critère de distribution de processus de détecteur d’événement
optimal conduit à l’un d’un retard global minimal de tous les événements dans le système informatique distribué,
un nombre minimal d’abonnements d’événements sécurisés dans le système informatique distribué, une variation
minimale de la charge d’un noeud donné du système informatique distribué, ou une charge de système informatique
distribué globale minimale.

4. Appareil (800) selon l’une des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre :
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moyen (810) pour créer une instance correspondant au premier processus de détecteur d’événement sur le
second noeud pour obtenir le second processus de détecteur d’événement.

5. Appareil (800) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le moyen (810) pour créer l’instance est opérationnel, après
instanciation du second processus de détecteur d’événement sur le second noeud (704-2), pour abonner le second
processus de détecteur d’événement pour des événements d’entrée identiques comme le premier processus de
détecteur d’événement.

6. Appareil (800) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le moyen (804) pour coordonner des événements d’entrée en
parallèle est opérationnel pour traiter les événements d’entrée du premier processus de détecteur d’événement en
parallèle à la fois au premier et au second processus de détecteur d’événement, à partir du moment dans le temps
prédéfini et sur la base du contenu de processus copié.

7. Appareil (800) selon l’une des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le moyen (802) pour copier est opérationnel
pour tamponner les événements d’entrée du premier processus de détecteur d’événement lors de la copie du
contenu de processus.

8. Appareil (800) selon l’une des revendications précédentes, dans lequel un processus de détecteur d’événement
comprend une machine d’état, et dans lequel le contenu de processus reflète un état actuel de ladite machine d’état.

9. Procédé (900) pour transférer un premier processus de détecteur d’événement d’un premier noeud (704-1) d’un
système informatique distribué (300 ; 700) vers un second processus de détecteur d’événements d’un second noeud
(704-2) du système informatique distribué (300 ; 700), le second noeud étant différent du premier noeud, le procédé
(900) comprenant le fait de :

copier (902) un contenu de processus du premier processus de détecteur d’événement vers le second processus
de détecteur d’événement ;
coordonner (904) des événements d’entrée du premier processus de détecteur d’événement de sorte que les
événements d’entrée du premier processus de détecteur d’événement sont traités en parallèle à la fois au
premier et au second processus de détecteur d’événement ; et
vérifier (906) si les événements d’entrée du premier processus de détecteur d’événement, qui sont traités en
parallèle à la fois au premier et au second processus de détecteur d’événement, conduisent à des événements
de sortie identiques à la fois au premier et au second processus de détecteur d’événement,
dans lequel la vérification comprend arrêter le premier processus de détecteur d’événement si les événements
de sortie sont identiques à la fois au premier et
au second processus de détecteur d’événement, ou, arrêter le second processus de détecteur d’événement si
les événements de sortie ne sont pas identiques à la fois au premier et au second processus de détecteur
d’événement,

caractérisé en ce que

le contenu de processus est copié de manière itérative du premier processus de détecteur d’événement vers
le second processus de détecteur d’événement, de sorte que le contenu qui ne changera pas au cours d’un
reste de la procédure de copie, est copié en premier, dans lequel le contenu de processus du premier détecteur
d’événement est gelé à un moment dans le temps prédéfini avant de copier un dernier delta de contenu, et le
dernier delta de contenu gelé est copié du premier processus de détecteur d’événement vers le second pro-
cessus de détecteur d’événement.

10. Programme d’ordinateur présentant un code de programme configuré pour réaliser le procédé (900) selon la re-
vendication 9, lorsque le programme d’ordinateur est exécuté sur un ordinateur ou processeur.
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